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Abstract
An improved measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry in Z ! b

b
decays is presented, based on a sample of 4.1 million hadronic Z decays collected
by ALEPH between 1991 and 1995. Data are analysed as a function of polar
angle of the event axis and b purity. The event tagging eciency and mean
b-jet hemisphere charge are measured directly from data. From the measured




is determined to be : A
b
FB
= 0:1017  0:0038(stat:)  0:0032(syst:). In the
context of the Standard Model this corresponds to a value of the eective weak
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1 Introduction
With the completion of LEP 1 running at energies close to the Z resonance, ALEPH has accu-
mulated a data sample containing approximately 4.1 million hadronic Z decays, recorded with
precise three-dimensional tracking information. These data oer the opportunity to test the
Standard Model [1] predictions of electroweak radiative corrections with improved precision and
thus constrain the allowed range of Higgs masses within the model. Hence it is of interest to
study channels which oer the greatest sensitivity to electroweak parameters and to develop
experimental techniques which make optimal use of the event information in the data set.
One such measurement is the forward-backward asymmetry of b quarks from Z ! b

b pro-
duction. The asymmetry is dened using the angle, , between the incoming electron and the


















After corrections for acceptance, detector eects, photon exchange and for QED and QCD radia-
tion, the ratio of Standard Model Z couplings and eective weak mixing angle can be extracted.
Measurement of the asymmetry requires the selection of b

b events and measurement of the
original quark charges. Exploiting the large mass and lifetime of the b quark, it has been
shown that such distinctions can be made using a combination [2, 3, 4] of lifetime tagging [5],
and a hemisphere charge method [6]. The method of [2] is improved upon here by extending
the angular acceptance and analysing data as a function of b quark purity and polar angle.
Systematic uncertainties are controlled by use of light quark charge separations determined in
an untagged jet charge analysis [7] and simultaneously tting for both the b hemisphere charge
separation, 
b
, and the sample b purity, P
b
. These improvements result in a measurement with
enhanced statistical precision and reduced systematic uncertainties arising from the sample
avour composition and use of the hemisphere charge method.




requires an estimate of the direction of the nal state b quark from the decay
of the Z and knowledge of the event sample composition and average charges of jets originating
from dierent quark avours. The b

b event axis is estimated using the reconstructed thrust
axis,
~
T , which is orientated to point in the forward direction. The forward-backward orientation
of the b quark is determined using the hemisphere charge method [6]. This is inspired by the
premise that the electric charge of particles produced during hadronisation of a quark retains
some knowledge of the parent quark's charge [8]. Each event is divided into hemispheres by a
plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. Hemisphere charges are formed using a summation over




































and analogously for Q
B




T  0. The parameter  is used
to optimise the measurement sensitivity and provides a cross-check of the method, as results
determined with dierent values of  must be consistent. On average, the charges of hemispheres
containing the quark, Q
f
, and the antiquark, Q

f















, for avour f is then proportional to the mean charge ow, hQ
f
FB
























also be used to extract 
f
. This may be understood by considering a single hemisphere charge
measurement, Q
f




















where R represents measurement uctuations due to fragmentation and detector eects. The
































0. This is due to eects of charge conservation, sharing a common event axis and crossover of
particles close to the hemisphere boundary. The correlation is small and insensitive to the
details of fragmentation. The eects of secondary interactions in the detector material can be
estimated [7] from the total charge, hQ
f



































This tracks eects of fragmentation or decay model uncertainties on the determination of 
f
and has negligible sensitivity to the electroweak asymmetry or charge biases from secondary











































, to within a -dependent correction factor, k
f
, which is  18% for b quarks at  = 0.5 and





i and hQi, are measured directly in subsamples of hadronic Z decays
in which the fraction of b

b events is increased by tagging the decay products of long-lived
particles. The quantity, P
hem
, is evaluated as the probability that a hemisphere arises from
u, d or s quark production, and is based upon the observed impact parameters of charged
tracks in that hemisphere. Smaller values of P
hem
correspond to enriched b quark samples [5].




avour composition of the sample in each bin of cos  and P
min
hem

























(cos ) ; (7)


































are the event tagging eciency and fraction of f

f events respectively.


































and similarly, all terms in equations (8), (9) and (10) are functions of cos . The hemisphere
charge separation, 
b
, is xed by the

 measurement, knowledge of the hemisphere charge cor-
relation factors, k
f











are obtained from samples, enriched using either an impact parameter tag
or fast D

from charm decays, as described in [7]. Flavour symmetry principles, constrained
by tting inclusive particle distributions in ALEPH data with fragmentation models and the
measured value of








The b quark forward-backward asymmetry, A
b
FB









































3 The ALEPH detector
The ALEPH detector and its performance are described in detail elsewhere [9]. Only those
features relevant for the current analysis are given here. The tracking system consists of two
layers of double-sided silicon vertex-detector (VDET), an inner tracking chamber (ITC) and a
time projection chamber (TPC) immersed in an axial magnetic eld of 1.5 T. The VDET sin-
gle hit resolution is 12m at normal incidence for both the r and rz projections and the
polar angle coverage of the inner and outer layers are jcos j < 0:84 and jcos j < 0:69 respec-
tively. The ITC provides up to 8 r hits from 16 to 26 cm relative to the beam with an average
resolution of 150m and has an angular coverage of jcos j < 0:97. The TPC measures up
to 21 three-dimensional points per track at radii between 40 and 171 cm, with an r resolu-
tion of 170m and an rz resolution of 740m and with an angular coverage of 0.97 in cos .
Tracks are reconstructed using the TPC, ITC and VDET. A transverse momentum resolution of
(1=p
T
) = 0.0006 (GeV/c)
 1
is observed for 45 GeV muons. Multiple scattering dominates at




. In hadronic events, the impact
parameter resolution, 

, can be parameterised as, 

= 25 + 95=p(GeV=c)m. Surrounding the
TPC is the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), consisting of 45 layers of lead interleaved with
proportional wire chambers. The ECAL is used to identify photons and electrons and gives an
energy resolution (E)=E = 0.18/
p
E(GeV)+0:009. The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) is formed
by the iron of the magnet return yoke interleaved with 23 layers of streamer tubes. The HCAL




The data set used for this analysis consists of approximately four million hadronic Z decays





. Events are selected according to the standard ALEPH hadronic event selection [5]
based on good charged tracks. A good charged track must have a jcos j < 0:95 and have at
least four TPC coordinates, a distance of closest approach to the interaction point of less than
10 cm along the beam direction and 2 cm transverse to it. This selection requires at least ve
such tracks in the TPC. The sum of the energies of the tracks must be greater than 10% of the
centre of mass energy. This selection has an eciency of  97:4% and introduces no signicant




and  interactions are estimated to be
 0:2 and  0:3% respectively. Both backgrounds are eectively removed after the application
of impact parameter tag cuts, and so are safely neglected.
The average beamspot position is determined every 75 events and used to determine the
event-by-event interaction point [5] with a typical precision of 50  10  60m
3
in horizontal,
vertical and beam directions respectively. For the calculation of the impact parameter tag
variables, each event must have at least one good charged track with VDET information and a
minimum of two jets with momenta greater than 10 GeV and polar angle greater than 5:7

.The
thrust axis is determined in each event from all charged tracks and calorimeter clusters using
the ALEPH energy ow package [10]. To ensure the event is well contained within the detector
volume, the cosine of the polar angle of the thrust axis must be less than 0:9. The nal acceptance
of these cuts is 87% giving a sample of 3,578,462 hadronic events for the remainder of the
analysis.
Data are analysed as a function of the cosine of the polar angle of the thrust axis and their
apparent lifetime, in ranges of cos  and P
min
hem
. Table 1 shows the P
min
hem
binning used and the
calculated sample purities together with the predicted fractions of b

b events determined from the















1.0 ! 0.1 2.34% 14.09% 83.57% 6.27% 57.80%
0.1 ! 0.032 13.47% 25.61% 60.92% 8.54% 13.66%
0.032 ! 0.005 33.36% 31.03% 35.61% 15.72% 10.16%
0.005 ! 0.001 57.56% 28.12% 14.32% 12.36% 4.63%
0.001 ! 0.0001 76.97% 17.96% 5.07% 15.24% 4.27%
0.0001 ! 0.000001 91.67% 7.18% 1.14% 21.32% 5.01%
0.000001 ! 0.0 98.92% 0.86% 0.22% 20.55% 4.48%
Table 1: Estimated event purities and fractions of b









and can be combined. An inclusive selection of P
min
hem
< 0:001 and cos   0:9, would yield an
estimated b

b selection eciency of 55.7% and a purity of 89.5%.



















The nominal set of Standard Model input parameters assumed in the tting procedure are given
in Table 2. The fractions of f

f events in the sample, R
f
, are set to the values given in Table 2
which correspond to the Standard Model predictions for m
Z





= 115 GeV and 
s
= 0:120 [11].








s = 89:43 GeV
p
s = 91:25 GeV
p






0.1740 0.1729 0.1735 +0.0082
R
d
0.2190 0.2195 0.2192 -0.0033
R
s
0.2190 0.2195 0.2191 -0.0030
R
c
0.1733 0.1726 0.1730 +0.0859
R
b
















-0.0342 0.0680 0.1304 +0.0927
Table 2: Summary of Standard Model inputs used in the tting procedure described in the text




together with estimates of their systematic uncertainties. A small disagreement [12] is found be-
tween the observed total event tagging eciencies in data and standard ALEPHMonte Carlo [13].
This is found to be partially due to incorrect modelling of the number of tracks with VDET in-
formation, and more signicantly because of inadequate modelling of detector material and the
track multiple scattering. In order to account for the eect of having too many tracks simulated
with VDET information, a small fraction of randomly selected Monte Carlo tracks are removed
from the calculation of hemisphere tag probabilities. Dierences in modelling of the track reso-
lutions are accounted for by smearing the impact parameter signicance of Monte Carlo tracks
to bring it into accord with that found in data. These corrections are parameterised in terms of
the number of VDET hits, particle momentum and cos  of the charged particle track.
The charm tag eciency is sensitive to the input charm hadron lifetimes, production cross-
sections and branching fractions, while both charm and light quark eciencies are sensitive to
the amount of gluon splitting to heavy avours, g ! cc and g ! b

b. Consequently, Monte Carlo
events are reweighted to reproduce recent experimental measurements of these quantities [12].
These reweighting techniques are also used to estimate systematic errors arising from uncertain-
ties in the avour composition. Both Monte Carlo correction procedures are described in detail
in [12]. Table 3 shows the calculated light quark and charm event tag eciencies, integrated
over cos , with their systematic uncertainties. The cos  dependence of these eciencies is taken









0.1 ! 0.032 13.60  0.62  0.65 20.26  0.91  0.49
0.032 ! 0.005 5.91  0.27  0.31 18.26  0.65  0.24
0.005 ! 0.001 1.08  0.07  0.05 7.54  0.28  0.03
0.001 ! 0.0001 0.35  0.03  0.01 4.44  0.18  0.05
0.0001 ! 0.000001 0.09  0.01  0.00 2.09  0.10  0.01
0.000001 ! 0.0 0.02  0.00  0.00 0.22  0.02  0.00
Table 3: Estimated light quark and charm event tag eciencies in the reweighted Monte Carlo
simulation described in the text. Systematic errors are given, due to the uncertainty in the
physics input parameters and detector simulation respectively. Light quark and charm detector
simulation errors are 100% correlated and the physics input errors are slightly correlated via the




5 Charge Asymmetry and Event Tag Measurements
In each recorded event, the two hemisphere charges are calculated according to equation (1) for
5 dierent  values of 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 1. A  value of 1 corresponds to using only the
leading track in each hemisphere. Good charged tracks with a p
T
relative to the beam greater




, are then calculated according
to equations (3) and (7) respectively. The cos  distributions for the means of these measured
quantities are shown in Figure 1 for each P
min
hem




 are shown for  = 0.5
and 2.0 only, although all 5  values are used later for the tted results. Measurements for




) are correlated. Their degree of correlation is determined
directly from data. The correlations are large, varying between 50 and 100% [7].
In the central region of the detector (cos  < 0:6),

 is at and hQ
FB
i displays a linear
cos  dependence arising from the underlying asymmetry. At high cos , near the edge of the
tracking acceptance, the charged track reconstruction deteriorates, causing both

 and j hQ
FB
i j
to decrease. The total event tag eciency is also measured, and decreases as the polar angle
approaches the edges of the single and double layer vertex detector acceptance. It is also apparent
that the magnitude of the measured charge asymmetry increases with b purity, as the cancellation
with the oppositely signed charm charge asymmetry diminishes.
The forward-backward asymmetry, A
b
FB




bins. This is done by performing a t for each P
min
hem
bin. The inputs to this t are the






i for 5 dierent values of  (9 5 values) and


 for 5 dierent values of  (9 5 values).
The t is used to determine :
 the value of 
b
in each bin of cos  and for each value of  (9 5 parameters),
 the b-purity in each bin of cos  (9 parameters) and




Fit results for the various P
min
hem
bins are then compared and combined.
6 Results and Systematic Uncertainties
The method of extracting the forward-backward asymmetry of the b quark operates separately
in each of the statistically independent P
min
hem
bins. They are later merged in order to optimise
the combined statistical and systematic sensitivity of the measurement. In the tting procedure,
light quark and charm physical asymmetries are set equal to their Standard Model values given
in Table 2.
The values for 
b
are extracted from the corresponding measurements of

 according to
equations (6) and (8). Systematic uncertainties enter through the hemisphere correlation factors,
k
f
, for each quark avour, which are determined using the JETSET [14] fragmentation model and
are shown in Table 4. Systematic uncertainties are estimated by independently varying model









are shown in Table 4 together with their systematic uncertainties.
Charge correlation factors, together with light quark and charm charge separations, are
assumed to be independent of cos . Monte Carlo simulation indicates that this assumption is
valid to the required precision. The bin-by-bin b purities are determined from measurement of
the total event tagging eciency, "
total
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Figure 1: Measured hQ
FB




distributions in each P
min
hem
bin using all peak (
p
s = 91.25 GeV) data. Statistical
errors only are shown.
7
Input 0.3 0.5 1.0 2.0 1
k
u
15.3  2.5 8.6  1.1 5.5  1.2 5.3  1.0 5.8  1.3
k
d
30.8  4.4 14.8  3.3 4.7  1.9 3.7  1.8 4.7  3.8
k
s
26.6  3.5 11.6  2.3 5.4  1.1 4.9  1.2 5.1  1.8
k
c
15.4  2.7 8.5  2.5 2.2  1.1 1.2  3.6 0.0  8.8
k
b
36.4  3.6 18.4  2.3 8.9  1.1 8.1  1.8 6.5  3.6

u
0.238  0.006 0.291  0.007 0.406  0.009 0.528  0.012 0.621  0.013

d
-0.143  0.005 -0.171  0.007 -0.229  0.011 -0.289  0.016 -0.339  0.019

s
-0.171  0.002 -0.218  0.003 -0.329  0.005 -0.455  0.009 -0.557  0.016

c
0.192  0.009 0.200  0.010 0.211  0.016 0.208  0.026 0.194  0.035
Table 4: Monte Carlo hemisphere charge correlations (in %) and light quark and charm hemi-
sphere charge separations and their systematic errors for each . The values are integrated over
0.0 to 0.9 in cos .
that systematic uncertainties enter from the physics simulation of charm and light quark tagging
eciencies.








obtained from ts to the corresponding data distributions in each P
min
hem
bin. The decrease in j
b
j
at high cos  reects the observed trend in the measured

 distributions where track losses in
the beam pipe region reduce the degree of parent quark charge retention for jets at low angles.
At low b purities the b quark rejection is most eective in the central region of the detector. The
marked increase in b purity at high cos  in the small P
min
hem
(high b purity) plots is due to the loss
of tracks at the edge of the vertex detector acceptance. This aects b events the least, as many
tracks with large p
T
relative to the thrust axis direction continue to tag the event. As charm
and light quark events have relatively few tracks with signicant impact parameters, which also
tend to be more collinear with the thrust axis, these events are less likely to be tagged once the
axis lies outside the VDET. As a result, the trend of increasing b purity with polar angle starts
at the edge of the second VDET layer close to cos   0:7 and increases rapidly out to the edge
of the second silicon layer at cos   0:9. The tted values of A
b
FB
at the peak (
p
s= 91:25 GeV)
are also shown in Figure 2 together with their statistical uncertainties.
Figure 3 shows the tted A
b
FB




errors on the tted values are determined from the following sources for each (P
min
hem
; cos ) bin :
 Monte Carlo statistics - This error is due to the nite size of the simulated event samples
used to estimate correction factors for the hemisphere charge correlations, corrections
which take into account the P
min
hem
and cos  dependence of the charge separations and
statistical errors from estimates of charm and light quark tagging eciencies.
 Charm and light quark tagging eciencies - These are calculated in a similar man-
ner to [12] and can be broken down into contributions arising from inadequacies in the
simulation of the detector and from knowledge of physics inputs in charm and light quark
decays. The error is determined by varying each of the charm and light quark, detector
and physics parameters, and studying the eect on the event tag eciency. Systematic




simultaneously, thus taking into account the 100% correlation between input values for
each bin.
 Charm and light quark hemisphere charge separations - These uncertainties are
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Figure 2: The extracted t variables 
b
(black dots represent  = 0.5 and open circles are used








bin using all peak (
p
s = 91.25 GeV) data. The vertical
ordering of the plots is the same as in Figure 1.
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 Hemisphere charge correlation correction Factors - These are also taken from [7]
together with their estimated statistical and systematic errors due to fragmentation un-
certainties.
Table 5 summarises the statistical and systematic errors on A
b
FB









































Total Systematic Error 0.0032
Statistical Error 0.0040
Total Error 0.0051
Table 5: Systematic and statistical uncertainties on the value of A
b
FB
extracted at the peak
(
p
s = 91:25 GeV).
minimised when the three highest P
min
hem
bins are combined. The dominant systematic error is
due to the cos  dependence, induced by the detector, on the background tag eciencies, rather
than on their integrated values shown in Table 3. The remaining systematic errors are due to




, and the charm charge separation, which is limited partially by the small size of the ALEPH
D

sample in [7]. As a consequence, the 3 highest P
min
hem
bins are used to give nal results.
Experimental systematic eects on the measured asymmetry in these bins are studied in [2].
Dierences between positive and negative tracks are typically less than 1.5% and therefore the
eect on hQ
FB
i is negligible. Uncertainties due to secondary interactions in the material of
ALEPH are determined with the aid of photon conversions, which indicate a forward-backward





i in the 3 highest P
min
hem
bins, to give a systematic uncertainty on hQ
FB





Combining the results from the 3 highest P
min
hem
bins, using data collected close to the Z peak,






s = 91:25 GeV) = 0:1040  0:0040(stat:)  0:0032(syst:) : (14)
To determine the eect of the tting procedure in bins of (cos ; P
min
hem










from 0:0 ! 0:001 and a  of 0.5. The central value remains consistent with the full t
and the statistical error increases by about 10%. It is also veried that repeating the t for
















s = 92:97 GeV) = 0:0924  0:0179(stat:): (16)
The variation of A
b
FB
with centre-of-mass energy is shown in Figure 4. Assuming the Standard





s, on and o peak data are combined to obtain a nal





















Figure 3: Fitted A
b
FB
values and statistical errors for each P
min
hem
bin using all peak data. The
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Figure 4: The energy (
p
s) dependence of the measured A
b
FB
values combined into three en-
ergy points. The errors shown are statistical only and the curve represents the Standard Model









A general procedure to correct the measured asymmetry, A
b
FB
, for QED and QCD eects is de-
scribed in [16]. In this analysis, the QCD corrections are unnecessary for the following reason.
The b-quark charge separation, 
b
, is dened in the Monte Carlo with respect to the original b

b






mixing. All these eects are therefore included, by construction, in the analysis,
as far as they are properly modelled in the JETSET [14] hadronisation model. The 
f
quanti-
ties dene the relationship between the measurable jet charge asymmetry and the electroweak
asymmetry, whereas the correlation factors, k
f









, and neutral current couplings, are those for photon exchange diagrams, ISR
radiation and the fact that the centre-of-mass energy is not exactly that of the Z pole.
In the Standard Model, the dependence of all asymmetries upon electroweak radiative cor-






also true of all light quark partial widths. The electroweak aymmetry, A
0;b
FB
, is obtained by vary-
ing the values of the lighter quark asymmetries and all the quark branching ratios consistently
with the b-quark asymmetry, according to the sensitivities given in Table 2.
Combining both statistical and systematic uncertainties, the corrected electroweak asymme-




= 0:1056  0:0054 ; (18)






= 0:23109  0:00096 : (19)
7 Summary and Conclusions
In a data sample of 4.1 million hadronic Z decays recorded with the ALEPH detector at LEP,
from 1991 to 1995, the observed forward-backward hemisphere charge asymmetry is analysed
in order to determine the b forward-backward asymmetry, A
b
FB






. The data are analysed as a function of polar angle of the event axis and b purity.












) = 0:1017  0:0038 (stat:) 0:0032 (syst:): (20)
Combining both statistical and systematic uncertainties, and applying corrections for QED, pho-















= 0:23109  0:00096: (22)
The dominant systematic uncertainties on this measurement are due to residual discrepancies
in the tagging eciencies found between detector simulation and data and, to a lesser extent,
from fragmentation uncertainies on the correlations between forward and backward hemisphere
charges.
The values are in agreement with those of the ALEPH high p
T
lepton analysis[15] and sta-
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